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Dr. Maimuna Al Zedjali (Centre), Assistant Professor of Sultan
Qaboos University (SQU)-College of Education, discusses to the
students some issues and concerns on women’s rights during the
100th Int’l Women’s Day symposium held at the H-Hall of GC.

Special care for SN students
It is almost often observed that
only a few are able to communicate efficiently with the
Special Needs (SN) students
while they are at the hall way
and cafeteria because regular
students and staff do not have
basically the competency and
tool to do so.
This clamour caused CEO Dr.
Issa Al Balushi and Dean Dr.
Taki Al Abduwani to embark on
administrative leadership in

reinforcing academic and social
climate for the SN students to
stay and learn comfortably
each day on campus.
The administration mandates
the office of the Student Affairs
to conduct at the college library
a workshop for regular students
from the Faculty of Foundation
Studies (FFS) to educate them
the basic hand signals and
strategies to enable them communicate effectively with the
SN students.

Students and staff of Gulf College (GC) both males and females join the rest of other tertiary institutions in Oman and
the rest of the world in commemorating the 100th year of
International Women’s Day
through a symposium at the HHall to mark the significant progress Omani women have
achieved.
Dr. Maimuna Al Zedjali, Assistant Professor of Sultan Qaboos University (SQU)-College
of Education, served as the
resource speaker being one of
the advocates of Women’s
Rights in the Sultanate.
She commenced her speech
saying that Islamic society considers the Council System of
Oman as an important value in
the family so women should
take part in the council to look
into the general welfare of their
Ms. Ruqaiya Khamis of the
Student Affairs department of
GC said that students need to
understand the academic and
social culture of SN students so
that they can have mutual understanding and communication with them. This will make
them feel that they are loved to
boost their sense of belonging-
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fellow women, their families
and the society in general.
“Men and women are equal
towards society rights and
country rules. Our country values Omani women so they are
allowed to participate in decision making, policy making,
advocacies and practical action
for the welfare of our families in
Oman,” she said. She was very
proud of mentioning that Oman
was the first country in the Gulf
Region in allowing women to
take part in the council way
back in 1995.
“This is the progress in the Sultanate paving significantly
Omani women to be knowledgeable and reputable in
many fields and advocacies to
contribute to the social welfare,
development of the country,”
she added.
As a support to the achievements in the education of Omani women , Dr. Issa Al Balushi
assured the empowerment of
woman students and staff in
GC through access to gender
equality.
Ms. Rida Bakhit Abdulrabou,
SN tutor of GC who served as
resource speaker in the workshop, said that the workshop
helps the SN students to become more sustainable and
confident learners during and
beyond their GC experience .

Cambridge ESOL visits GC

Ms. Rida Bakhit Abdulrabou (L) demonstrates hand signals to
the students during the workshop at the library.

As earlier scheduled and coordinated by CEO Dr. Issa Al
Balushi and Dr. Taki Al Abduwani, Cambridge ESOL Marketing Manager Mr. Moustafa
Soliman, Gulf and Levant Region, paid visit to Gulf College
on the first week of October.
In his visit, he oriented FFS
Head Mr. Masood Khan, Dr.
Antonio Asuncion, Dr. Romeo
Castillo and Ms. Aisha Haider
Ghazi on the features of First
Certificate in English (FCE)

after which he had ocular inspection of the safekeeping
vaults for examination papers,
examination and waiting halls
and the proposed examination
centre. He said that the contract will soon be sent through
email and the approval of such
will not take too long. He assured that the approval of the
contract will come out early
next year and the centre may
operate the soonest time possible depending upon the preparedness of the logistic strategy
of GC administration.
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Gulf College humbly prides itself for getting a sound
commendation from the Oman Academic Accreditation Authority (OAAA) on developing and implementing an effective staff induction programme, among
other 3 commendations and 10 affirmations as cited
from the November 2011 Quality Audit Report.
To sustain this strength of corporate identity, the administration conducted again the yearly
staff induction programme to
the 12 new staff members from
the three faculties, Faculty of
Foundation Studies (FFS), Faculty of Computing Sciences and
Faculty of Business Studies, to
commence their work at GC.
Dr. Khalid Abu Zayed, Head of
the Faculty of Business Studies, discussed to the participants the profile of Gulf College
which included its brief history,
mission, vision and objectives
(MVO), organizational structure, and academic collaboration with Staffordshire University (SU) and University of Hall

(UH).
The administrative programme
of GC was presented by Mr.
Raviraj Shetty who emphatically cited the job descriptions of
the different Boards and Committees of the College. He likewise oriented the new staff
members the staff appraisal
procedure.
Mr. Raviraj also presented the
activities of GC in realising its
staff development programmes.
He cited that the management
regularly conducts staff development workshops, knowledge
forum, IPA’s workshop and
mentoring.
Also, FFS Head Mr. Masood
Khan discussed the student

(Top L-R) Dr. Ravindra K., Mrs. Hemarathy Nithyanandhan, Dr. Shivaramana Gouda, Mrs. Faiza Kiran Ahmed, Mrs. Pavithra, (Bottom L-R) Mr.
Moses Rajmohan Ms. Meenu Gupta, Mr. Jerome R. Vicencio, Greshma
Krishna and Ms. Rida Bakhit Abdulrabou, (not in photo) Dr. Alrence Halibas and Mr. S. Balaji were the new staff who were inducted during the
programme held at the J-Hall of Gulf College.

support services of GC. He
deliberated on the procedure
and significance of pastoral
services, library resources,
student activities, and the Special Needs programme.

Improving procedures is a relevant step for enhancing quality of services and education. This is the strong teaching and assessment principle that motivated the
Faculty of Foundation Studies (FFS) to take a significant step of standardising its
oral examination procedure.
Mr. Mohamed Jamal, a lecturer

Mr. Mohamed Jamal (L) delivers a talk to the FFS staff (R) on how to
standardise oral examination during the workshop held at I-Block.

of FFS who served as a resource speaker, discussed the
importance of improving the
assessment procedure of the
department specifically on oral
speaking examination.
He presented a good number
of videos of speaking examination samples. The examination
samples were made up of three
parts, namely, introduction and
interview on familiar topics,
individual long turn and twoway discussion. It is mentioned
by the staff that these parts are
also the parts of the speaking

Lastly, Computing Head Dr.
Mohanad Al-Obaidy discussed
the admission and registration
procedure of the college to
guide the teachers on how to
help facilitate these activities of
GC during the registration period of students.

examination which the department is presently using.
However, the staff suggested
that the timing of the speaking
exam should start only after the
questions are introduced and
the ID number of candidate is
given. This will give the student
longer time to answer the questions.
Dr. Wilma Serrano and Ms.
Aysha Haider Ghazi, award
leaders of FFS, cited that the
assessment mark for each
sample should be reviewed in
order to give the staff a closer
picture of a sample that receives an IELTS mark of 4.0,
4.5 or 6.0.

Gulf College Key Features:
* Bsc and BA with honours in three years
*Previous qualifications and other courses are considered under
the APL system
*Degree certificate is issued by Staffordshire University, U.K.
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The will of the inner self are often undiscovered, unnoticed and many a time untested………. only a few dare
to test it. Only the normal people could probably do it.
Wrong!
This notion is wrong. Entirely
wrong! ..... for the Special
Needs students of Gulf College
simply defy this unfair and very
stereotype notion. The SN students’ story is truly a testimony
of human passion to education
and life which normal people do
not even know. Despite their
physical condition, needless to
mention, they dream despite all
odds to rise above like regular
students aspire for.
Many people in the world today,
very unfortunately, have a traditional concept that SN people
are physically and psychologically unfit who are categorised
as second class, handicapped
in the society. Often they are
prejudiced.
The competency is so great and
the fight for modern era is so
tight that SN people are not
given so much attention and
care………… but not as far as
Gulf College is concerned. GC
provides attention as the FFS
offers a strong and practical
curriculum for their complete
development.

News Gazette editorial board in
its bid in seeking sources of
inspiration entered into the
classroom of SN students at
FFS and unveiled their stories.
Why do you still want to come
to school?
Laila Salim Al Farsi, one of the
SN students, said (used hand
signals and interpreted by Ms
Rida Bakhit Abdulrabou, their
SN teacher) that she wants to
live and do what a normal person can do. “I want to be educated and join the job market
someday. I do want to be a
useful citizen and helpful to my
family.
This is agreed by Amal, Laila’s
friend, when she said, “it is
difficult to be left behind and be
a liability to society so I am here
in Gulf College to earn employability skills. Laila and Amal are
both from Ibri who started their
education in Hajer Om Ismael
School but they transferred to
Muscat City when they learned
that GC offers a curriculum for
SN like them.
The whole class confessed that
they love Math, Computing and
General English classes but
they find difficulty in Academic
Writing and Employability Skills.
However, Ms. Rida and Ms Samah Nada, both teachers of
SN, said that they vary their
strategies to meet the needs
and the difficulties of the students so that they could pass.

Some of the female SN students pose with Ms. Rida Bakhit Abdulrabou (R). Two of them (L)
communicate through hand signals during their class at I-Block.

Ms. Rida Bakhit Abdulrabou (R) teaches the SN students (L) employability skills at I-Block.

How do you react at people who
are looking at you whenever you
make hand signals?
Zainab answered, “At first, honestly speaking (pouts), I was so angry
because people laugh at us. They
thought that we are like mad whenever all of us are talking with each
other using our hands and faces.
When I was a kid, there was even a
time that I fought with our neighbours in the village. But as I grow
up, I ignore them. Most of the time,
people stare and glue their eyes at
me even when I am away with
them.
When Fatima spoke, she said that
she taught herself to be positive in
life so she just ignores people who
cannot understand people like her
( the whole class smiles and nods).
“But I am glad that I found true
friendship with my fellow SN
(pointing at her classmates) .….
and I thank that Gulf College had
the initiative and advocacy of putting up SN curriculum so we could
pursue our dreams.”
What specialisation do you want to
pursue after finishing Semester 2
in FFS?
“Ahhhhh….. takasus? We want to
take Computing because we want
to work in the companies and ministries that require computing
skills. We are all happy to take
computing as our field of specialisation. We want that our whole
group will go together because we
are all one big circle of friends……..
like brothers and sisters in a family
(laugh together while they raise
their thumbs in the air showing
their high approval),” they said in

chorus.
Do you want to have your own
families in the future?
Laila, who is believed to be the
leader of the females in the class,
cheerfully busted out “yes”. All of
them gave a happy face while
they cover their mouth because
of this surprise confession. They
all want to have families and
raise children like what their parents are doing to them.
“Who would not like to grow a
child and enjoy adulthood with a
nice family of our own?” they
said as they laugh contagiously
and clap cheerfully as if they won
a football match.
Are you not afraid of what your
future brings you?
Zuwaina paused and composed
herself as she responded, “Fear
for me is in my foot for I have a
lot of them when I was a kid but I
have overcome them all that I am
now grown up. Why should I fear
if Allah is my Good God? He is
kind especially to us who need
more care, help and understanding.”
She further said that she has long
started her journey since childhood so she is determined to
finish her studies at GC. This is
also the spirit of the rest of the
class who want to reach the finish
line of their endeavour at GC. “We
all want to test what we have until
we will get our diplomas and land
a job someday.”

Gulf College Key Features:
*Well diversified and experienced faculty
*Degrees give ample employment opportunities
*Path to continue degree programmes in the U.K at any
level through Credit Accumulation Transfer System.
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Heart of Eid Al Adha

Many Omanis put their eyes on
embarking on a journey to perform Haj in Mecca. Haj is done
once in a lifetime by each Muslim
who can do it. And on the 10th
day of Dhul-Hijjah, Oman as one
of Muslims around the world,
celebrate Eid al Adha.
On this festive occasion, the
editorial board highlighted some
perspectives from students and
staff alike. So, reflect on what
we’ve taken from their hearts
when they came back to the GC
campus after the long festive
holiday.

Ahmed Sulaiman Almoqbali
BA Business
Management
I celebrated
Eid Al Adha
by going to
the mosque,
performed my
prayers and
afterwards
greeted my
family, friends
and
whole
village in Rustaq on such a very a
memorable occasion to my heart.
After I left the mosque, I got busy
with my father, brothers and relatives in slaughtering our humble
sacrifice and distributed some meat
to our neighborhood including expats like Bengalis, Pakistanis and
Indians who festive in the streets
with their teas and coffees.
I joined my family and the villagers
in processing the shuwa and halwa.
The next day, I moved from one
house to another and invited my
relatives and friends. The following
day, we sit around the meal with
shuwa and got engaged with more
holy stories, fraternity and solidarity.

But for the adults like me, Eid Al
Adha is very dear to my heart as a
Muslim because this brings me
closer to my family and my relatives
from different far villages that usually come and visit us. We ate together, slept together, and prayed
together. Eid Al Adha means loving
dear people around and most especially my Almighty Allah.
Ms. Aisha Haider Ghazi
Award Leader, FFS
Eid Al Adha
reminds me
of the unwavering
faith
of
Prophet
Abraham to
Allah who
was
very
willing
to
sacrifice his
son Ismael as a form of his unfaltering obedience to the instruction
o f
A l l a h .
The heaven was touched by the
sincerity of Abraham so it was met
with a lavish grace from Allah who
instructed him to slaughter a lamb
instead as an offering or a sacrifice.
It is through this story that Muslims
around the world are making sacrifices in celebrating this noble manifestation of submission to Allah.
However, for some they took this
action as a mere show of lavish
slaughtering of animals. They feel
that their sacrifice is met by Allah if
they slaughter a bigger animal like
cows or camels. This gesture is
neither a time to brag nor to show
off to the village what we sacrifice
but it is more of our sincerity like
that of Abraham that counts. Allah
looks into our hearts not to the size
of our sacrifices. Let love and sincerity in our hearts the real essence
of Eid Al Adha.
Saleh Marhoon Al Rawahi
BA Business Management
This is the time that people in Fanja
wear their best traditional attires
including the kids. The younger

The locals bargain for livestock at the open souq in the village in
preparation for the Eid Al Adha, a holiday where the people offer
sacrifice.
generation is trained to serve the
visitors by offering dates, fruits,
halwas (homemade sweets) and
Arabic coffee. They are oriented
with the norms and practices of
Oman so that they will practice
them as they grow older.
For me, Eid Al Aldha is being reunited with friends and families. It is
a time to renew our vigorous
pledge of love and sacrifice to each
other and to Allah. Sitting together
around a meal is a forever joy our
hearts should cherish.
Dr. Revenio Jalagat
Lecturer, Business Studies
In the heart of a non-Muslim expat,
Eid Al Adha is more than a ritual of
sacrificing. It is a ritual that gives us
moral strength and spiritual vigour
to serve our fellow human beings in
the world, no matter what is the
religious affiliation or nationality.
Right now, I feel as though we are
all prophets of love and peace
around the world because we are
defeating hatred, jealousy, arrogance and terrorism. As I noticed
during my holiday trip with my family, all the villages of Oman are sites
of thousand of dozens of Muslims
who chant “Allahu Akbar”, God is
great, as our form of testimony for
His greatness in sustaining our

families and nations. May the spirit
of this holiday abound in our hearts!
Yousef Khalfan
News Gaz e t t e
Technical
Support
and
Designer
Eid
AL
Adha is a
time
of
praying for
the Muslim
world
to
fight justice and corruption and to
give our priority to the welfare of
the people. It is a time to offer our
problems along with our sacrifices
to Allah so we can solve our problems peacefully and shun chaos.
We should pray that nations should
not use dangerous weapons
against other nations just like what
is happening now, needless to
mention, in many territorial conflicts
in the world.
I pray that this blessed day be a
moment of calling for freedom and
restoration of civilisation to all nations who triumphed and still
fighting over tyranny.

Nasser Al
Salti
BA
Computer Science
Oman celebrates Eid
with a touch
of
unique
culture.
I
noticed that many families in Al
Amerat make list of things to buy in
preparation for celebrating Eid Al
Adha. The kids in our home wear
their new and colourful dresses and The locals prepare halwa, shuwa, barbecue and Omani coffee and share them with family members,
begin to ask for gifts like choco- relatives, friends and neighbours during the festive celebration of Eid Al Adha in the different villages.
lates, candies and Eidiah, cash
given to kids during Eid.

